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Multimedia links pre-history with boundless future
By James Bowen

Lobby gets rethink
of procurement
By Paul Park

M

ultimedia has a 15,000-year
history but it is emerging as a
defining medium of the 21st century. For a variety of industries, essentially wherever people need to
experience or interact with the
computer, the convergence of the
Internet, visualization techniques,
and interactive capabilities of the
computer are providing a hint of
the possibilities of multimedia-driven experiences in entertainment
that are about to happen. Canada
is holding its place at the forefront
of multimedia with products and
digital output that are being used
on the world stage.

he IT section of the federal government’s proposed changes to
T
its procurement policy will not be

Ontario is promoting
the entire media
cluster and offering
tax credits for
work in special
effects, animation
and interactive
digital media.
Multimedia began at approximately the era when the brains of
Cro Magnon peoples had evolved
sufficiently that they began to create art. Deep in caves of Southern
France can be found aesthetic imagery that combines the representation of animal figures and shaman
symbols. Was this a form of early
entertainment or a serious attempt
to represent the world and their
knowledge of it? Millennia later in
1849, the German composer
Richard Wagner first wrote of what
he called Gesamtkunstwerk, or ‘Total Artwork’. His essay was one of
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the first attempts to integrate the
different forms of art. Wagner promoted the melding of all the arts
through, what he called, the ‘totalizing’, of music, song, dance, poetry,

visual arts, drama and stagecraft.
Flash-forward several centuries to
1965, when the term multimedia
was used to describe the multiscreen environment entitled

‘Exploding. Plastic. Inevitable’, a
performance that combined live
rock music, cinema, experimental
lighting and performance art.
More, see Multimedia, P. 6
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implemented until the industry offers its suggestions. Public Works
and Government Services Canada
(PWGSC) agreed to the delay after
intense lobbying by a newly- 10%
formed advoca- CUT
cy group.
The original S A V E S
proposal had $2.5
local high-tech
BILLION
companies up
in arms. They
warned the feds that the plan is
short-sighted and could ultimately cause more problems than solutions. In response they created a
new lobbying venture to state their
case.
The Canadian Government Information Technology Providers
Association (CGITPA) is a collective of companies providing IT products to the public sector and of related industries. Its board of directors features people from firms such
as xwave, Northern Micro and
ITEX. The Chamber of Commerce,
ITAC and the City of Ottawa are being wooed as associate partners.
The group began with 18 members
and is actively seeking more.
CGITPA president Herman Yeh
got the good news about the
change in the government plans
while attending a meeting with officials the last week of July. Senior
members of the department told
those in attendance that it will soon
issue a ‘request for information’
asking for input from concerned
companies. One director of CGITPA believes this signals a change in
direction for the government.
“They’re listening a little bit,”
Chris Coates says. “We’re cautiously optimistic.”
The sudden switch by the ministry led to a scramble by the lobby group to respond. Hours after
the announcement, CGITPA members gathered to finalize their recommendations. They want to balance the desires of the government to trim costs with the need
to protect small- and mediumsized businesses that rely on federal contracts as a major part of
their revenues.
More, see Procure, P. 11
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Forecasting averts
some downsizing
the monthly updated forecast of
order intake (bookings).
The sad fact of life in
Canada’s hightech industry is
that very few companies take strategic
plans very seriously. They
are viewed as things that are needed to raise money from time to
time, but otherwise they are academic exercises that are a waste of
time. As for bookings forecasts,
they are almost non-existent. Most
companies practice what they call
sales forecasting but very often the
process is driven by the chief financial officer who needs cash flow
numbers to keep the bank happy.
Most sales people are rewarded
for their performance against a
quota, which is a
component of the
overall revenue
budget and possibly against the
gross profit in the
sales they deliver.
Seldom are they
asked to look
ahead and report
on how well they
are going to do
against budget
during each of the
next four quarters.
Most CEOs and
sales managers
feel that it is an unfair request.
They also argue that their business is so unique that it cannot be
forecasted with any degree of accuracy — particularly a year in advance. They don’t seem to understand that when they present their
annual budget to the board of directors they are doing just that. In
fact, the top line in the income
statement should be a freezing of a
four-quarter rolling forecast.
The one point I will concede is
that a sales forecasting discipline
is more difficult to impose when
most of the company’s sales are
through agents and distributors
rather than through a direct sales
force. Unfortunately, most Canadian companies cannot afford a direct sales force, at least in their
early years. However, they can insist upon such forecasts from the
agents and distributors and even
reward them with extra compensation at the end of every quarter
if they have met not only their quotas, but their forecasts as well.

In My Opinion
DENZIL DOYLE

ne of the toughest assignments for any CEO is to downO
size a company. I purposely refer to
it as an assignment because it is
usually the result of an edict from
a board of directors or a shareholder group playing the role of a
board of directors. It is seldom
done voluntarily.
There are many reasons why the
assignment is so
tough, the main
one being that it
usually involves
firing people,
some of whom
are close friends
of the CEO or the
person doing the
firing. Another is
that it usually
means breaking
up what has become a family and
most of us are
aware of how
painful it is to lose
a member of a family. A third is
that in most cases, the CEO honestly believes that it is the wrong
thing to do — that whatever problems the company is encountering
are temporary and can be overcome by other means.

The sad fact of
life in Canada’s
high-tech industry
is that very few
companies take
strategic plans
very seriously.

Tough assignment
The most common argument put
forward by reluctant CEOs is that
any significant downsizing will
make the company inoperable. It
is a ridiculous argument. If the
company was viable a year ago
when it had twenty percent fewer
employees than at present, then it
should be viable today with twenty
percent fewer employees. While
the company has probably got
more customers to look after than
it did a year ago and more R&D
projects underway, a good CEO
will find ways of facing reality
rather than trying to put a guilt trip
on the board.
The best way to deal with a
downsizing is to avoid it in the first
place. Every CEO and every board
member who has ever gone
through it will admit that they received warning signals of impending difficulties well in advance and
that if they had acted earlier, the
whole process would have been
less painful both to the individuals
and the company.
There are two key management
tools that are available to any company as early warning devices: the
annually updated strategic plan and

Worthwhile payback
In fact, the same sort of dual measurement system can be applied to
the direct sales force when the
company does get around to hiring
one. It adds another level of bureaucracy (and possibly extra sales
commissions) but when one considers the payback in terms of asset
management, it is well worth it.
Above all, it may just avoid a
painful downsizing.

Expert Guidance In A World Of Risk.
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nuggets
NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
Locals bag four
SDTC awards
Sustainable Development Technology Canada awards grants to
further four Ottawa-based projects
that promise environmentally sound
products and services. Advanced
BioRefinery Incorporated (advbiorefineryinc.ca) and its partners
will receive almost $1.2 million to develop technology that converts logging and lumber mill waste into biofuel for industrial boilers and furnaces. The Bystronic Solution
Centre (bystronic.com) will get $2
million to develop a new windowmaking system that saves on material, lowers production costs and
cuts heat loss by up to 50%. Chinook
Mobile Heating and De-icing and
partners will receive $1.8 million to
demonstrate a method of de-icing
aircraft that uses heated, steam-infused air to melt ice on aircraft surfaces. The technique could replace
the need for glycol-based fluids that
are now used to remove ice and
snow from aircraft during winter.
EcoVu (ecovuanalytics.com) will receive $754,000 to demonstrate a water quality monitoring system that
concentrates microbiological and
chemical contaminants for improved monitoring. The technology
will initially be deployed in drinking
water treatment plants, field surface water sampling, and laboratory analysis. The money is part of
$48 million that SDTC has budgeted

for newly-approved projects that
benefit the environment and the
economy.

been a speaker at BarCampOttawa. Mitch has a farm in Wakefield, where he once raised
wallabies.

TrueContext
opens new lab

EMS gets piece
of NATO deal

TrueContext (truecontext.com)
launches its Human Factors Lab,
an initiative to improve the
usability of mobile enterprise
applications.
“The
Human
Factors Lab is a
critical driver for
future growth of
this company,”
says TrueContext CEO Jeff Mitch Brisebois
Lindauer. “We
already know that usability has a
tremendous impact on whether or
not mobile deployments are a success, so we want to make that experience as seamless and efficient
as possible.” As part of the centre’s
launch, Mitch Brisebois (pictured), holder of 17 US patents for
software, wireless and workflow
products, joins the company as
chief scientist. Mitch has more than
20 years of experience in R&D positions with companies such as
Provance Technologies and Nortel, where he received three Nortel excellence awards for product
innovations. He serves as a lecturer at the Carleton University
School of Industrial Design and has

Globecomm Systems hires EMS
SATCOM (emssatcom.com ) as a
major contractor on a $7.8-million
deal with NATO. NY State-based
Globecomm, a provider of satellitebased communications, has been
tasked to supply NATO with a GPSbased friendly force tracking system (FTS) which will incorporate
EMS’s PDT-100 satellite transceiver system. Once in operation, the
FTS will be capable of processing
high levels of tracking data, messaging traffic and will give NATO
the ability to locate other multi-national forces as well as its own personnel at all times. “Secure, reliable, real-time inter-troop communication is in high demand, particularly in situations where terrestrial networks are unreliable or unavailable,” EMS senior VP and GM
Neil Mackay says. “This, combined
increasingly with the requirement
for rapid mobile-ground asset tracking in adverse environments, is
rapidly becoming a must-have for
effective military operations.” EMS
recently announced it will outfit aircraft of the French navy marine patrol with EMS’ eNfusion, a broadband communications system for
video, high-speed data and voice.

Local tech workers jump for glory
Three thrill-seekers from Ottawa’s tech community took part in
the Canadian formation skydiving
record jump over Burnaby, Ontario,
on the 25th of June. The above photograph was supplied by International Datacasting’s manager of
marketing and communications
Deborah Lovegrove and taken by
skydiving photographer Ross Redman, IT project manager at the
Bank of Canada and a participant
in the successful 59-person leap.
Due to circumstances beyond her
control, Deborah missed the final,
record-setting plunge, though she
took part in all the practice rounds
leading up to momentous jump and
vows to be in the thick of it during
the group’s next assault on the skydiving record books, scheduled for

The $2.6-million deal calls for EMS
to install the satellite communications system on board six Falcon50 and Atlantique II aircraft of the
Marine Nationale over the next
two years, with an option to equip
two more planes. “We are enthusiastic about our participation in this
project because it has a number of
facets to it,” says Mackay. “Not only does it involve the delivery of our
high-speed data, video and voice capabilities, but also special financing
arrangements and a leasing agreement to specifically fit Marine Nationale’s requirements.”

DINMAR sold
to Emergis
Emergis acquires DINMAR
(dinmar.com), a local health
records company founded in 1991,
for up to $40 million in cash and
stock. A former subsidiary of
BCE, Montreal-based Emergis
expects DINMAR’s expertise to
add up to $18 million in new revenue this year. DINMAR technology facilitates the rapid sharing
of patient files by health professionals at the Ottawa Hospital
and other teaching hospitals
around the world. “DINMAR’s
client base complements Emergis’ reach into the health community, adding hospitals and associated physicians,” Emergis
CEO François Côté says. “[The
company] has state-of-the-art
technology which will provide
Emergis with in-depth clinical expertise and knowledge of hospital
and regional systems.” All DINMAR employees — 60 in Ottawa
and 40 more across North America — will be hired by Emergis.
DINMAR chief executive Mark
Groper will report to Côté.
4
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the summer of 2008. Deborah was
in on the all-women, Canadian
record dive in August 2003, when 33
women linked up in the same Burnaby skies, a mark that still stands.
“This was definitely one of the
biggest highlights of my skydiving
career,” Deborah reported at the
time. “I’ve been in the sport for
close to seven years and have had
the opportunity to participate in a
number of great skydiving events,
but the Canadian women’s record is
one I will remember for many years
to come.” Other local record setters in this summer’s jump were
Dominic Boisvert, supervising
technologist of the CBC/SRC’s Ottawa transmission service and Larry Maulsby, owner of Elmvale
Acres Home Hardware.

CATA opposes fed
purchasing policy
Canada’s largest tech business advocacy group asks the federal government to adopt procurement
policies that would tie public sector
purchasing to economic development and growth. CATA Alliance
accuses the Department of Public
Works and Government Services
of following an “anti-growth” policy that conflicts with efforts by other government departments to
promote innovation and growth.
CATA is now circulating a blueprint
for government purchasing to industry leaders for comment. In development for half a year, the
“Partner for Prosperity” blueprint
contains case studies of Canadian
and international best practices for
exploiting supply chains to drive
economic growth.

OCRI report shows
cautious investment
OCRI’s Quarterly Venture Capital
Report shows light activity in the
venture capital sector during the
second quarter. A total of four
deals amounted to $43.30 million
for a few local tech companies, up
only slightly up from the $37.2 million posted in the first quarter. Industry leaders cite previously
committed funding and slow deal
negotiations as prime contributors. “While venture capitalists appear to be investing at a cautious
rate, they are maintaining their
support of their portfolio companies,” observes Stephen Daze, executive director of OCRI’s Entrepreneurship Centre. “In addition,
we are starting to see an increase
in the overall deal flow in the city
More, see Nuggets, P. 5

orbits
PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN AND AROUND OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY
Nick Carter

Michael Stephens

Wojciech Zielonka

joins Fortinet Technologies
(fortinet.com ) as a technical
writer. A recent graduate of the
technical writer program at Algonquin, he has a bachelor’s degree
in English from Carleton and a
background in teaching.

is made account director at the
Ottawa office of Reston, Virginiaheadquartered
Interprose (interprosepr.com),
a PR fir m with
clients
in
telecommunications, optical networking, nanotechnology, supercomputing, and software. Mike
studied architecture at Loyalist
College in Belleville and graphic
design at Algonquin. He enjoys
skiing, mountain biking and volunteers with Habitat for Humanity. He has a “life to do” list that includes swimming with great white
sharks.

is named CFO at Hydro Ottawa
Holding Inc. Wojciech has spent the
past 17 years in finance, general
management and mergers and acquisitions. Most recently, he was
managing director in General Electric’s global treasury operation in
Stamford, Connecticut. He had previously served as CFO and CIO of
GE’s regulated insurance companies in Mexico. He is a chartered accountant and holds a BA from
Carleton.

Colin Goddard
joins the board at Zelos Therapeutics (zelostherapeutics.com).
Chief Executive and chairman of
OSI Pharmaceuticals, he brings
more than two decades of corporate development and operations
experience to Zelos. Colin has held
numerous senior positions at OSI,
including president, executive vice
president and VP of research
operations.

Nuggets… from P. 4
and remain cautiously optimistic
moving forward. We believe that
community initiatives, such as the
Ottawa Venture and Technology
Summit, will help to spark momentum coming out of the summer months.” Companies receiving funding in the second quarter:
neuroLanguage ($2.7 million),
Spotwave Wireless ($2.8 million),
FirstHand Technologies ($7.8
million), and Iogen Corp. ($30 million). OCRI recently secured
$175,000 in federal funding to promote Ottawa as a “gateway to
North America.” The money will
be used partly to raise the city’s
profile in Australia, Latin America, Europe and China, also to revise the centre’s website, to expand a technology and industry
database, participate in a life sciences research initiative to identify investment potential, participate in defence and security
events in the U.S. and Ottawa, and
to develop a China-specific marketing package. The funding,
which obviously will have to be
spread very thinly, is part of the
government’s $4.8 million Community Investment Support Program, which is financing 138
Canada-wide projects designed to
assist communities develop business cases, plan and execute promotional initiatives, build capacity
and gain experience in attracting
investment.

Versatel Networks
picks Third Brigade
Versatel Networks (versatelnetworks.com) of Gatineau, a
provider of VoIP gateway and service delivery solutions for telecommunications providers, has selected the host-based intrusion
prevention system from security
software developer Third
Brigade (thirdbrigade.com). “We
have found that other solutions
were cumbersome and couldn’t
come close to Third Brigade’s
state- of-the-art technology in

terms of simplifying and strengthening our security architecture
while maintaining high system
performance,” says Robert
Mimeault, Versatel CEO. Ottawabased Third Brigade was established in 2004 and secured $19 million in financing the following year.
Versatel Networks, founded in
1998, has 40 employees.

Mitel connects
with Middle East
Emirates Telecommunications
Corporation (Etisalat) will install
one of Mitel’s communications solutions (MN 3300 integrated communications platform) at its head
office in Abu Dhabi. Mitel will also
provide the Mitel 3600 hosted key
system application, which Etisalat
will introduce to small business
owners and large residential customers in the region. Essa Al Haddad, Etisalat’s chief marketing officer, says “Our trial of Mitel’s 3600
Hosted Key System solution is a
step before providing our customers with the most advanced IP
applications. We look for a solution
that can reduce capital expenses
while at the same time offer high
system availability and reliability
— something that the Mitel solution is effective at addressing.”

neuroLanguage
Corporation
appoints Timon LeDain VP of product management and makes Arlen
Bartsch vice president of global
sales. With 17
years experience
in such sectors as
healthcare and
telecommunications, Timon will
direct the company’s product development and product management teams. He holds a
BA in applied science from Waterloo. Timon is an avid adventure racer who enjoys squash, tennis, mountain biking and skiing. He is a volunteer with the Engineer in Residence
program and has been involved with
the Big Brother organization since
1988. Before coming to neuroLanguage (neurolanguage.com), Arlen

worked in various high tech sectors,
including software, e-commerce and
content licensing. Formerly president and co-founder of i/us Corporation, he has held executive sales
and business development roles at
Getty Images, Corel Corporation
and Hemera Technologies. Arlen is
the president of Ottawa Valley
Books Inc. and the owner of the Valley Book Shop in Perth.

Thermal Energy
adds six names to its sales force.
Robert Williams, with a lengthy
background in pulp and paper, will
represent Thermal Energy (thermalenergy.com) in Mexico, Central
and South America. John Stremlaw, an agent for Solar Turbines
Canada who has spent the past
decade developing cogeneration
and combined heat and power projects, will represent Thermal in the
industrial and higher education
markets in Ontario and portions of
western Canada. Robert Hatherley, previously with Johnson Controls Inc. and Merlo Energy Services, will be responsible for accounts in Michigan and the midwest US. Returning to the company, Michel Blain will be Thermal’s
sales consultant in Ontario and Quebec. He brings a wealth of knowledge of the pulp and paper sector in
those provinces. George Bezak is
a consultant with extensive experience in oil and gas, power generation and manufacturing. He will rep-

resent Thermal in the textile and
various industrial manufacturing
markets across North America.
Alan Gagné, formerly a plant and
process manager in Canada and the
US, will represent the company in
the HVAC equipment and heat recovery systems markets throughout Quebec.

Third Brigade
appoints Paul Tsaparis non-executive chairman of the company,
which specializes in intrusion prevention systems. Tsaparis is the
president and CEO of HewlettPackard (Canada) Co., responsible for all aspects
of HP’s operations
in Canada. Previo u s l y,
Third
Brigade (thirdbrigade.com) announced the appointment of two American security heavyweights, Ira Winkler and
Dr. Robert Mandel, to its advisory
board. Ira Winkler is president of
the Internet Security Advisors
Group and author of the bestselling
Through the Eyes of the Enemy and
Corporate Espionage, which has
been described as the bible of the
information security field. Robert
Mandel recently returned to Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts from the Massachusetts
eHealth Collaborative, where he
served as COO for a year.

Traffic technology
ready for takeoff
NAV Canada (navcanada.ca) is
shifting to a new satellite-based position system for air traffic control,
part of a $100 million capital program for fiscal year 2006-2007. The
initial deployment will provide surveillance and communications
over 250,000 square nautical miles
of airspace above Hudson Bay at
a cost of $10 million. “We now begin
our evolution from conventional
radar to the next generation of air
traffic surveillance,” says John
Crichton, NAV’s president and
CEO, adding that implementing
the system in northern Canada
alone will result in fuel reduction
that will save considerably more
than $200 million over 15 years.
More, see Nuggets, P. 11
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Multimedia bounds from pre-history to boundless future… from P. 1
Decades later, we refer to multimedia as the use of several media
(e.g. text, audio, graphics, animation, video) to convey information.
Multimedia also typically refers to
the use of computer technology to
create, store, and experience multimedia content. In 1999, the CRTC
(crtc.ca) defined ‘multimedia and
new media’ as a “convergence industry creating products and services that digitally combine audio
and visual content with text in a potentially interactive environment.”
(‘Multimedia’ is really a pleonasm
or redundancy since the word ‘media’ is already the plural of medium.)
In any case, a new industry has
been created by the convergence
of the computer (software and
hardware) and telecom with the
content-producing industries (arts,
culture and communication). The
various forms of technology-based
multimedia can be used to enhance the user’s experience on the
computer making it easier and
faster to find or understand information. Or the technology can be
used in entertainment or art, to
transcend and explore everyday
experience.
Today, multimedia is a major industry with a clear international
focus and linkages between national or regional associations
and international associations,
one such international association that brings together regional ones is the International Federation of Multimedia Associations (fiam.org).
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Canada is quite active in multimedia with clusters here in Ottawa
and in Alberta (Edmonton and Calgary), Montreal, Nova Scotia,
P.E.I., Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. Canada has not only the
necessary software development
expertise but also has the required
infrastructure to support an industry. This infrastructure consists of government support, company networking organizations,
similar to Ottawa’s OCRI (ocri.ca),
an online ‘multi-mediator’ organization (multimediator.com), and,
various associations such as the
New Media Business Alliance
(nmba.ca) of Alberta. This kind of
infrastructure typically implies a
strong industry.
Toronto is a major international
multimedia center, with more than
550 related companies, employing
up to 8,000 people. This cluster has
a strong focus on content production and design with major learning institutes such as Sheridan
College (sheridanc.on.ca), which
has the third largest classical and
computer animation school in the
world, and Centennial College
(cencol.on.ca). Alias/Wavefront
(aliaswavefront.com) has gained
international fame with films nominated for best visual effects Academy Awards, including Lord of the
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring.
Other Toronto companies include:
CORE
Digital
Pictures
(coredp.com), which creates digital animation and special effects;
ExtendMedia (extend.com), an
interactive media production

company that produces integrated
television and interactive content
targeted at consumers; Side
Effects Software (sidefx.com),
producer of 3D animation and
special effects software used
in the film, broadcasting
and games industries; DreamCatcher Interactive, (dreamcatchergames.com) producer of
video games; and Topix /Mad
Dog (topix.com), a specialist in
animation facilities.

Vancouver is one of the top interactive video game development
centres in North America. Electronic Arts (ea.com) of Vancouver
is considered to be the world’s #1
interactive entertainment software
company, with annual sales of over
US$1 billion. The Electronic Arts’
studio is one of the largest in the
world. Another world class Vancouver company is Radical Entertainment (radical.ca) which has
created games such as Simpsons
Road Rage. Mainframe Entertainment (mainframe.ca) was the
developer of the digital animation
cartoon series Reboot. In the city of
Vancouver there is an extensive digital animation, visual effects, and
post-production service industry
making it the third-largest film and
television production centre in
North America. As such, Vancouver
has been dubbed Hollywood North.
Companies in this cluster include
Air Games Wireless (airg.com),
concentrating on mobile games and
entertainment; How2Share Technologies (h2st.com), focusing on
digital image sharing software;
According to the webzine Le Eyeball Networks (eyeball.com),
Lien multimédia (lienmultime- with real-time Internet video comdia.com/multimedia.com), 1,500 munications software; and,
Quebec companies work in multi- NGRAIN (ngrain.com), with 3D inmedia and related services. Mon- teractive image technology. The
treal multimedia companies had Vancouver cluster has its own asa significant role in creating the sociation (newmediabc.com) with a
special effects software used in clear international focus to its manmovies such as Titanic, Star date. This international success
Wars, Jurassic Park and Gladia- was evident, in 2005, when Walt
tor. Major players include: Soft- Disney’s Buena Vista Games (disimage (softimage.com); Toon ney.go.com/buenavistagames) subBoom (toonboom.com ) which sidiary launched a new developworked on the movie Rugrats and ment studio in Vancouver. It’s little
The Simpsons; CAE Electronics wonder that Garrett Edson, of
(cae.ca ) with their flight simula- Monarch Research in New York,
tors; Ubi Soft (ubi.com) a video said, “It sounds like Vancouver is
becoming video
game-developer.
game West in
Quebec develThere
is
an
industry
North America.”
oped a broad
Alberta has
multimedia inassociation forming
identified over 200
dustr y support
a s s o c i a t i o n called Digital Ottawa companies classified as new media
when Alliance
to bring together
businesses emNumériQC
the various local
ploying an esti(numeriqc.ca)
mated 3,500 indiformed from the
multimedia
workers
viduals. With commerger of three
panies such as the
similar associaand companies.
Blister Entertions.
Winnipeg claims over 100 multi- tainment which is involved in the
media companies, employing ap- development of the video game
proximately 600 individuals with Swordfish (blisterent.com/swordannual revenue estimated to be fish). Alberta has its own associaaround $40 million. CanWest Glob- tion (albertanewmedia.com) to
al (canwestglobal.com), which be- bring together the various compagan as a local channel, is head- nies in the industry.
In the Maritimes, Nova Scotia has
quartered in Winnipeg and provides a stimulus to the industry. A a small multimedia capability as an
major local company is Frantic adjunct to other IT capabilities. ColFilms (franticfilms.com), a digital lideascope (collideascope.com) is
editing firm, which created several a producer of integrated television
special effects scenes for the Hol- and new media and claims to be the
lywood movie Swordfish. Frantic largest animation studio in Eastern
Films has a product called ‘Flood’ Canada. The province of PEI has
that is a fluid dynamics simulation made some claims to a multimedia
system. In other words, Flood can cluster with companies such as Imbe used to show water and rivers ageworks (iwpei.com). Most mulin movies or games. In terms of in- timedia capability in eastern Canadustry support organizations, the da is a sideline to an organization’s
Red River College (rrc.mb.ca) has main IT related business such as
a multimedia and information tech- full-service publishing or graphic
nology centre to provide digital design.
More, see Multimedia, P. 11
multimedia training for industry.

Digital hospitals no fantasy Are we missing the turning point?
every intravenous infusion pump
with a new innovative pump dehile some hospitals in Ontario signed with safety software. The
are upgrading their informa- medication safety system will protion technology systems and mov- tect patients and clinicians from
ing rapidly into the electronic age, medication errors as data is uptechnology gurus are suggesting loaded or downloaded to and from
the health care industry as a whole the pump through a wireless conis not investing enough in infor- nection.
A secure, wireless real-time medmation and communication technology, especially when compared ical record system at KGH also alto other industries such as bank- lows clinicians to access patient data from bedsides or from anywhere
ing and government.
On the other hand, Gar y in the hospital. And wireless InterCameron, president of Bell Secu- net access across the hospital camrity Solutions, suggests the digi- pus permits public Internet access
tized, electronic reality is not such to anyone with a wireless fidelity
a distant vision anymore for an in- network enabled device.
“Putting everything onto a sindustry that aims to increase physician productivity and patient sat- gle integrated wireless platform,
all with centralized management
isfaction.
Dr. David Jacobson, director of and control, will enable many diftechnology advisory services at ferent applications to be built in the
PricewaterhouseCoopers in future,” says Cameron. “Once the
Toronto, is also quick to point to wireless ‘plumbing’ is in place, it
the many ways in which technolo- can be used many times.”
The Ottawa Hospital and North
gy and health care are converging
York General,
in fields as diamong others,
verse as designer
“There is a terrific
have implementdrugs, point- ofcare diagnosis,
potential to change ed voice-over-IP
on wireless
digital hospitals
the way health care (VoIP)
systems, cutting
and the ultimate
down on errors,
digital health-care
is performed.”
treatment times,
community.
and the time it
“It’s not fantasy,
but very forward thinking,” says takes to contact physicians, as well
Jacobson as he talks about quan- as reducing overhead noise, retum dot crystals, which bind to sulting in a “quieter, more healing
specific DNA sequences, and nan- environment.”
Bell Security Solutions is conotechnology devices that could be
used to report the onset of cancer tributing $1.5 million over the next
at the exact moment of molecular five years to the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO)
metamorphosis.
Jacobson also talks passionate- to design an innovative use of techly of biotechnology chips being nology, beginning with the infant
used for diagnostics, health work- and toddler unit.
Bell is looking now at a “moers being connected through handheld devices, and digital hospitals bikey,” a device like a memory
where medication mistakes are a stick, which can be plugged into
any computer and sets up secure
thing of the past.
Sunnybrook Health Sciences access for an authenticated user.
Centre and Women’s College Radiologists and physicians at the
Hospital in Toronto are already in- University Health Network in
troducing high-tech medical carts, Toronto are using these kinds of
giving clinicians immediate bed- devices to connect to desktop and
side access to high-resolution dig- network resources from any Internet-enabled Windows-based PC.
ital images.
As digital reality continues to inCameron believes that early
planning and a gradual phasing-in filtrate our lives, the emerging Inof technology will suit the health ternet protocol as the new “comcare industry as it attempts to munication standard” is providing
keep up to a pace of change that is a level of innovation never before
seen and which Cameron envisions
moving at light speed.
“There is a terrific potential to as being able to meet many of the
change the way health care is per- challenges of bringing the healthformed,” says Cameron, who told a care industry into the 21st century.
“In a world where information
small audience of health-care
workers at the University of Ot- technology is leveraged properly,
tawa’s Guindon Hall in June that there will be collaboration between
much is already being accom- clinicians and institutions nationally. Information can flow and
plished across Canada.
Kingston General Hospital move around without people hav(KGH), for example, which has ing to do it physically. New techspent more money on information nology can deliver good patient extechnology than many other insti- perience, and eliminate administutions, recently launched a fully trative overhead.”
Says Jacobson, “We are really at
integrated wireless communication solution to improve patient the beginning in health care and
care and staff productivity at the its integration with technology. It’s
an exciting time and we are going
teaching hospital.
The Kingston hospital has in- to use (technology) effectively in
vested in a variety of progressive this patient-centric universe we
changes, most recently replacing are creating.”
By Susan Hickman

W

Canadians continue to play a cen- Foundation, a not for profit corpotral role in the evolution ration whose members are for
of the languages of profit corporations, including IBM,
cyberspace. Ot- Webgain, Red Hat and Ottawatawa programmer based QNX) is headquartered
Tobias Lutke here. Eclipse is the culmination of
(co-founder of Jad- 15 years of development which beed Pixel) is a key con- gan in Ottawa and is now global.
We have here in
tributor to the
development of
“It’s time to come up the National Capital what it takes
Ruby on Rails, an
with a strategy for
to attract the creup and coming
ative class. Let’s
open source prohelping today’s
not fail to equip
gramming language. Ottawa is unimaginative autocrats them with collaborative linguistic
emerging as a lead
to become new
and OSS tools for
player at OSS (See
Ottawa
keeps
improved Bismarks.” the innovation
needed for elecpace in open
tronic democracy
source free-for-all,
SCAN Vol. 1.5, also available on and knowledge driven economic
the SCANsite). The Eclipse prosperity.

Wealth of
Knowledge

FRED BELAIRE

ociety seems to follow the law
of motion that dictates no
S
change in direction in the absence
of outside force. In that sense the
emergence of an informed and active middle class dedicated to freedom was the driving force of the
modern democratic revolution.
Under the influence of this middle
class, political and economic order,
structure and institutions tend to
be self organizing through a myriad of collective and individual acts.
But as David Brooks reminds
us in a recent New York Times article, “Democracy didn’t move forward in a burst of glory, but in a
long slog of gradual concessions
made by reluctant conservative reformers. In 1848 the democratic
revolution in Europe collapsed as
authoritarian regimes were
reestablished. Some called 1848
‘the turning point when Europe
failed to turn about’.” However, in
order to stay in power, autocratic
regimes had to accommodate their
middle class by writing constitutions, expanding suffrage and creating welfare systems (e.g. in Bismarck’s Germany).
The application of information
and communication technology
(ICT) to government has not gone
much beyond improving the efficiency of the administration of government services and the collection
of taxes. On the democratic agenda I can’t but endorse Brooks’s assessment: “We’re coming into a period of, at best, a gradual conservative reform. It’s time to come up
with a strategy for helping today’s
unimaginative autocrats to become
new improved Bismarks.”
On the economic front, development of ICT has shifted emphasis
to innovation as the driving force
in the knowledge economy and scientists, artists, entrepreneurs and
other self-motivated creative people are identified as key contributors to this innovation process.
Richard Florida, in The Rise Of
The Creative Class, describes how
this group can shape our public and
private sectors and create regional wealth, by a variety of means, including attracting companies, or
concentrations of educated people,
or forging social cohesion, trust and
community connectedness. Regional growth is now driven by this
creative class. This subset of our
middle class must now play a role
analogous to the European middle
class of the late 1800s, with the
same commitment to freedom.
The creative class will be supported in this endeavor by two local
technological strengths: development of new electronic languages
and open source software(OSS).
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Mass spectrometry gives ‘more bang for your buck’ in newborn screening
By Susan Hickman
state-of-the-art newborn blood
A
screening laboratory at the
Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO) is benefiting from the
latest technology in mass spectrometry.
Four quarter-million-dollar tandem mass spectrometers were installed in the new laboratory in the
hospital’s Max Keeping Wing several months ago. This major advance in technology will allow all
babies born in Ontario to be tested
for at least 27 genetic diseases. And
research will continue in the laboratory to develop even more tests.
Babies born in this province have
been routinely tested for Phenylketonuria (PKU) at a laboratory in
Etobicoke for about 35 years, and
for congenital hypothyroidism
since 1978.
When a child is born with PKU, it
has high levels of phenylalanine
(an amino acid) in the blood. Soon
after birth, these levels become
dangerously high and within two
or three months, begin poisoning

the brain. By this time, it is too late
to prevent the disease. Untreated,
some 95 per cent of these babies
become severely mentally retarded and develop skin disorders and
behavioural problems, explains Dr.
Michael Geraghty, a biochemical geneticist and medical
advisor at CHEO
to what is now
Canada’s most
comprehensive
newborn screening program.
The lifespan of these individuals
could easily reach 50 or 60 years
and many end their days in an institution.
With early diagnosis, however,
and treatment with a rigid low-protein diet, a solution discovered by a
Norwegian doctor about 50 years
ago, the disease is entirely avoidable, says Geraghty.
“It makes economic sense to
screen for PKU.”
In spite of decades of testing for
PKU, the technology used to

Co-directors of the new laboratory, Dr. Pranesh Chakraborty
and Dr. Denis Lehotay worked
with technologist Larry Fisher to
develop the method and application that would allow the testing in
CHEO’s newborn screening
program.
While
the
American
C o l l e g e
of
Medical
Genetics says
that at least 27
tests can be conducted through mass spectrometry, in fact, “sometimes we get
other hits,” Geraghty points
out.
Beyond the actual screening,
the program itself is being

“The beauty of newborn screening is if you
pick up (the disorder) at birth, it’s treatable.
It may require a special diet or medication,
but it’s very straightforward and it works.”

Open source gets major funding
P
remier McGuinty was in Ottawa July 21, to announce that
the Ontario Ministry of Research
and Innovation (MRI) will provide
over $1 Million to fund Carleton
University’s Talent First initiative,
aimed at helping Ontario companies exploit open source technologies.
There are more than 120,000
open source software (OSS) projects worldwide, some of which
academic institutions contribute
to. But the consensus among university and provincial government
OSS supporters is that most Ontario companies do not benefit
from this work as much as they
could. TheTalent First initiative is
led by Carleton University’s Technology Innovation Management
program (TIM), a graduate program offered by the Faculty of Engineering and Design and is focused on bringing OSS to fruition
in Ontario.
The provincial funding will provide Talent First the capability
· To undertake research on OSS
and other open environments
(e.g., theses, projects, books, and
journal articles);
· To deliver services to Ontario
companies that accelerate their
adoption of open source (e.g.
training, conferences and workshops, and inventories of OSS
projects by Ontario companies);
· To create new businesses that
rely on open source; and,
· To provide internships for graduate students.
Professor Tony Bailetti, director of the TIM program (carleton.ca/tim), says: “This exciting
project will benefit both Ontario
companies and universities. It will
strengthen the research program
in open source and competition in
open environments we started

screen for the disease was outdated, according to Geraghty. Advances in the newborn blood
screening have been made across
the world and Ontario has not kept
up the pace.

three years ago. It will help those
who wish to establish new business opportunities that rely on
open source technologies and enable talented students to help Ontario businesses grow their sales
in high growth markets outside of
North America by using the open
source technologies and knowledge that already reside in academic institutions.”
Bailetti has been investigating
the business potential of OSS for
several years. Recent Master’s
theses under his direction have included: Open Source Projects,
Market Offers and Competitive
Advantage; Factors that Contribute to Open Source Software
Project Success; and Sales Generated Using Open Source Projects.
The Talent First organization is
to be steered by a Board of Directors comprised of executives of 20
companies and open source foundations. Among organizations that
will work with Talent First are the
National Research Council’s Industrial Research Assistance program, Eclipse Foundation, Ontario Centres of Excellence,
Canadian Advanced Technology
Association, Ottawa Centre for
Research and Innovation,
Vitesse Re-Skilling Canada Inc.,
Canadian Institute for Photonics Innovation, Ottawa Technology Transfer Network, Sheridan
College Institute of Technology,
and the Engineering Module at the
Université du Québec en
Outaouais.
The funding announcement realizes five years of effort by
Professor Bailetti and his team,
and yet is only the beginning of
the process to make leaders of
Ottawa and Ontario in the OSS
community.

There is no national standard for
newborn testing. While some tests
are universally conducted, screening for other specific disorders is
done in only one or two provinces.
Some American states, including
California, test for as many as 75
disorders. New York routinely runs
44 tests.
George Smitherman, Ontario
minister of health and long-term
care, says the new program could
be further extended. Provincial
funding is supporting the new laboratory and will also go towards
the purchase of new, high-tech
screening equipment.
Smitherman expects the program “will reassure parents about
the health of their child or provide
them with rapid results, so they
can get the treatment they need . .
. as soon as possible.”
Geraghty agrees, “The beauty
of the newborn screening is if you
pick up (the disorder) at birth, it’s
treatable. It may require a special diet or medication, but it’s
ver y straightfor ward and it
works.”
In the new laboratory, Geraghty
points proudly to the three working tandem mass spectrometers.
Each piece of equipment can run
at least 20 tests on a two -millimetre drop of blood, at no extra
cost.
“The beauty of the technology is
that you are getting a lot more
bang for your buck,” Geraghty
notes, advising that the cost per
baby tested is less than $50, which
translates to only one or two dollars for each disease being
screened.
About 20 people, including technologists, technicians and a genetic counsellor, have been hired to
staff the laboratory.
Mass spectrometry, a technique
used to measure the mass-to charge ratio of ions, can determine the composition of a physical sample, blood for example, by
generating a mass spectrum representing the masses of a sample’s components. The processes
that directly gave rise to the modern version of the mass spectrometer were devised nearly 90
years ago.
Mass spectrometry was first
applied to newborn blood screening 10 or 15 years ago, according
to Geraghty, “when people realized the power of it — that it can
look at so many more genetic disorders.”

updated, improved and computerized. The blood sample cards,
for example, now contain more
information for tracking baby,
mother and doctors involved in
each case. And hospitals doing
the testing can be tracked
electronically.
A further benefit to the new technology, according to Dr. Geraghty,
is the reduction in the number of
“false positives.”
Three new instruments are also
currently being installed to begin
testing for sickle cell anemia later
this summer. Using a Bio -Rad
“Variant NBS” high performance
liquid chromatography method,
these instruments separate normal hemoglobins from abnormal,
allowing the detection of the sickle
type of hemoglobin.

OSS: one cost for another?
OSS within it, potentially with a different type of license. This means
here is a concerted effort in Ot- that OSS must be checked for any
tawa to build an infrastructure nested software and its related
to grow companies based on open licence.
What about licences that aren’t
source software (OSS). However,
when selling a commercial prod- passed on? If code is taken from a
uct based on OSS it becomes very book example or a patch sent by a
complex to figure out the owner- user or copied off a website, then
ship and rights issues. Are we just it becomes harder to trace the litrading development costs for le- cence. What about code that is degal costs when we use such soft- rived from a tool or an API or a
ware? Even given the problems, template or implements a patent?
With such a
Ottawa companies
broad variety of
are moving forAmong the many
licences a comward into a brave
new world to esattractions of OSS, pany using OSS
needs to undertablish the Ottawa
free is not to be
stand the licence
region as a leader
that accompain the OSS comfound.
It
can
cost
a
nies the code
munity.
bundle to bundle it. and must be
At a recent
able to trace the
OCRI seminar
(ocri.ca/events/archive_partner- pedigree of any OSS code being
ship.asp), organized by Tony used. A pedigree is an attempt to
Bailetti (carleton.ca/tim/), the trace not only the licence claims
message was that the great bene- but to provide an acknowledgefits of using OSS are speed to mar- ment of the original authors. In
ket and lower development costs. some cases, the source code itself
OSS is generally free to use, modi- acknowledges authors and in
fy and distribute if the modifica- some cases authors must be actions are returned to the open knowledged when the code is runsource community and the authors ning, for example at system startof such work are recognized. Prop- up. Another issue, particular to
erly done, a company could take Canada, is that authors of softadvantage of a huge amount of al- ware have moral rights which
ready written software and build could be exercised to refuse the
its software upon an open source use of sof tware in a way that
the author feels is morally objecbase.
But upon doing this a host of is- tionable.
This issue of OSS licences could
sues arise. For example, an OSS licence could specify that if OSS soft- also arise when one company is
ware is integrated with proprietary being purchased by another. The
software then all such software be- purchasing company needs to encomes OSS. So, the first recom- sure that code is free of any pomendation is that before using OSS tential claims or licence violasoftware a company needs to check tions. Companies are tackling this
the OSS licence and ensure that its issue by having lawyers ensure
provisions are followed. Otherwise that the code is “clean” and in
a lawsuit declaring a company’s some cases, they are providing
proprietary software to be OSS more than one licence, one for the
OSS and one for the proprietary
could be disastrous.
On the market we already have software.
In short, among the many atproprietary software companies,
reportedly including Microsoft, tractions of OSS, free is not to be
that use OSS. But it can get even found. It can cost a bundle to
more complex. OSS can have other bundle it.

By James Bowen
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Toolkit to unite spam-busters
By Susan Hickman

A

s quickly as the internet has become ingrained into our way of
life, so has “spam.” Worming its
way into our E-mail inboxes, infecting our mobile phone systems
and text messaging services, clogging networks and assisting the
spread of viruses, spam is slowing
down the digital economy all
around the world.
Responding to the need for an
antidote to this growing annoyance, which is costly to business
and a hindrance to productivity,
the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) has come up with a new

10

set of recommendations for governments and industry to co-ordinate their efforts to deal with
these unsolicited, harmful messages.
OECD policymakers and industry experts recently came together
to examine the problem and develop a range of solutions. The result is the Anti-Spam Toolkit.
Launched in Paris April 19, the
toolkit advises governments to establish clear anti-spam regulations
and give enforcement agencies
more power and resources to deal
with spammers.
OECD governments have also
agreed to a “Recommendation on
Cross-Border Co-operation in the

national capital SCAN, August 2006

Enforcement of Laws against Canadian government co-operSpam,” suggesting that countries ates with it, it might have some
should have laws in place to allow impact.
“The advantage of having this
authorities to share information
quickly and effectively. As spam kind of proposal coming from the
knows no borders, global co-oper- OECD is that the OECD often
ation is key to countering the spam serves as a place where governments can start
issue in all councollaborating
tries.
Fu r t h e r, t h e “Canada still has not across internaOECD advocates introduced anti-spam tional boundaries.”
educating people
legislation and risks
Michael Geist,
on the risks of
Canada Research
spam and how to
falling
behind
many
Chair in internet
deal with online
threats, through other countries in the and E-commerce
law at uOttawa,
national awareness campaigns, battle against spam.” also praises the
OECD toolkit.
courses for stu“It is a laudable development,”
dents and senior citizens.
The government of Canada says Geist, commenting on the
launched an anti-spam action plan OECD proposal from an anti-spam
for this country two years ago, af- event in Calgary, “that should help
ter MessageLabs, a world leader some countries get up to speed on
in helping businesses guard the issue.
“From a Canadian perspecagainst E-mail threats, estimated
that spam accounted for as much tive,” says Geist, who was a memas 80% of E-mail traffic around the ber of the government’s spam
world. That number has since task force, “Canada still has not
introduced anti-spam legislation
dropped to about 67%.
Made up of 60 stakeholders, in- and risks falling behind many othcluding representatives of Cana- er countries in the battle against
dian internet service providers spam.”
Richard Simpson, director gen(ISPs), online businesses, consumers, governments and educa- eral electronic commerce for Intors, a federal task force con- dustry Canada, says Canada is
firmed that spam is driving up ahead of many of the OECD councosts and threatening the in- tries in terms of dealing with spam
tegrity of the internet as a plat- and the OECD has taken much
form for communications and from Canada’s approach.
“Legislation has not gone forcommerce.
Last May, the task force released ward yet. We are still in the
process of advising the
a report calling for new legnew government on the
islation to prohibit spam
and to safeguard personal T W O (task force’s 2005 spam)
information and privacy, as YEARS AGO report and its proposals
well as computers, E-mail S PA M and recommendations
in a number of areas, inand networks. Stricter enforcement should allow MADE UP cluding those for legisconsumers to sue spam- 80% lation.”
Anti-Spam Toolkmers and hold accountable OF
ALL it,The
produced by the
those businesses using
spam to promote their E-MAILS OECD’s Business and
Industry Advisory Comproducts or services.
In line with OECD’s recommen- mittee and the Messaging Antidations, the Canadian government Abuse Working Group, an ISP oralso calls for more resources for ganization, is the first time the prithose agencies that can adminis- vate sector has developed common
ter and enforce anti-spam legisla- best practices at an international
tion, and it set up an online public level.
The new kit, available online at
campaign, Stop Spam Here. The
website, www.stopspamhere.ca/ www.oecd-antispam.org, is not tryhas tips for protecting your com- ing to provide specific answers,
says the OECD, but rather policy
puter.
Responding to the Canadian re- orientation. “The complexity of the
port at the time of its release, problem will not change after the
Michael Mac Neil, law professor task force completes its mandate.
and associate dean of curricular af- Continuous national co-ordination
fairs at Carleton, said, “They’ve and public-private co-operation
produced a discussion paper and and dialogue are instrumental in
have had online discussions with this endeavour.”
As a “global facility available to
the public. So it’s one area you’re
likely to see some movement by the public,” the internet, explains
the OECD’s toolkit, is “the responthe government.”
After hearing about the OECD sibility of the entire public to preproposal last month, Mac Neil serve it and contribute to its uspoints out, “The OECD report ability and reliability. All players
reflects many of the things the need to learn how to deal with
Canadian task force has already spam.”
Information Week published a
suggested. To the extent that other countries pay heed to what the comprehensive article on the state
OECD is suggesting and the of spam July 19, 2006.
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Multimedia’s boundless future… from P. 6
Here in Ottawa we have compa- gree in Information Technology
nies providing multimedia-related (bitdegree.ca) with a specialization
services such as Digital Liquid in Interactive Multimedia. The Na(digitalliquid.com), which special- tional Research Council (iitizes in interactive programming. iti.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/new-neuf/2004/04M o r e p r o d u c t b a s e d a r e 09-21_e.html) has developed a 3D
companies such as Bitflash (bit- laser scanner system which was
flash.com), which concentrates on used by the Ottawa-based firm
providing solutions for mobile XYZ RGB (xyzrgb.com) for Lord
email attachments and animated of the Rings: Return of the King
greetings; Global Exhibit (global- and The Matrix sequels, Revolutions and Reexhibit-tech.com),
loaded and was
producer of audiovisual and elec- Sheridan College has nominated by the
Academy of Motronic systems in
the third largest
tion Picture
permanent and
classical and
Arts for an Oscar
traveling exhibits,
2004.
museums, and othcomputer animation inOn
the gaming
er major attractions; Northcode
school in the world. side, the Ottawa
chapter of the In(northcode.com),
whose main product is SWF Stu- ternational Gamers Association
dio, which provides the capability (igda.org/ottawa/index.shtml) is
for users of Macromedia Flash to bringing together local video game
use the technology on desktop ap- companies consisting of companies
plications. International Data- such as: Artech (artech.ca), Transcasting (intldata.ca) produces gaming (transgaming.com), and
hardware and software products Fuel Games (fuelindustries.com).
for the broadcasting of radio/audio Paul Butler of Artech (with over
and data of various types (includ- 200 game titles and many industry
ing digitized and compressed awards), sees a tremendous shift
video). Algonquin College (algo- away from the traditional use of
nquincollege.com) and Carleton physical delivery (CD or DVD) and
University (Carleton.ca) have retailers as distribution agents to a
teamed to provide a bachelor’s de- download or cable-based approach
to distribution, including online purchasing and playing. “The audience is changing dramatically,” Butfrom P. 1
ler says, with a broader age range of
The new procurement policy players, more female players, and a
was originally established by the “play anywhere” mentality using
former Liberal government. On- mobile technologies 24/7, basically
tario MP Walt Lastewka, who
has been involved with technology issues as chair of the industry
from P. 5
committee, headed a task force
that recommended reducing the
Microsoft and Nortel
cost of goods and services by
now strategic alliance
10%, reducing the cost of purchasing by a similar figure and
Two of the biggest names in highslashing the purchasing processtech announce a partnership that
ing time in half. The hope was
could radically change the voice
that this plan would save the govtransmission system. Microsoft
ernment $2.5 billion over five
and Nortel will offer unified comyears. IT is one of 10 commodity
munications packages that comgroups affected by the proposals.
bine software from the American
CGITPA worried that the new
firm with the network capabilities
scheme, if implemented, would reof Nortel. Both firms will provide
strict the government to buying from
R&D and sales personnel to the
the two cheapest companies that fulventure. Nortel CEO Mike
filled technical compliance. That
Zafirovski estimates the deal
could freeze out hundreds of other
could produce more than $1 billion
firms for months and have a
in revenues while Steve Ballmer,
spillover effect on other small busihis opposite number at Microsoft,
nesses that sell to government suppredicts it will result in huge adpliers.
vances for the users. There are opLocal high-tech companies retions to extend the agreement bealized that the proposals would
yond the initial four-year term. A
have to be fought, especially since
day after it revealed its arrangethe government did not bother to
ment with Microsoft, Nortel anconsult them before announcing
nounced an equipment deal of unthe plan. They also knew that
told size with US telco colossus
forming a central organization
Verizon Wireless. Nortel will prowould give them more clout than
vide Verizon with technology that alattempting to change the rules inlows higher data speeds and satisdividually.
fies customer demand for more
Coates expects that the CGIThigh-bandwidth wireless services
PA will have its counterproposals
such as VoIP and video telephony.
ready in early August. The primaEquipment will begin shipping in
ry focus of the high-tech lobbyists
the third quarter.
is to ensure that the feds provide a
level playing field that permits
SEC concludes
smaller companies to compete
Cognos review
fairly with large multinationals
The United States Securities and
when selling to the government.

Procure…

Nuggets…

a shift to video games on-demand.
A significant portion of revenues for
Ottawa game companies comes
from export. Ontario-based interactive digital media firms earn over
$1 billion in revenues, which may
explain why the provincial government’s Ontario Media Development Corporation (omdc.on.ca) is
promoting the entire media cluster
and offering tax credits for work in
special effects, animation and interactive digital media.
There is an industry association
forming called Digital Ottawa to
bring together the various local
multimedia workers and companies (digitalottawa.com). Ottawa
also has the Ottawa Internationa l A n i m a t i o n Fe s t i v a l (ottawa.awn.com), which will be held
this year in September. A major
Television Animation Conference
(awn.com/ottawa/conf.html) will
take place during the festival.
Through recorded history, actors and magicians have utilized
many techniques to perform optical illusions and artists have
used various media to create
their art. Today, with the help of
computers, we can create people,
buildings, animals, monsters,
and aliens to bring our imagination to life, all the better to inform, to educate and to entertain.
James Bowen, P h D , P M P ,
CMC is an Ottawa technolog y e n t r e p r e n e u r a n d A dj u n c t Professor at the University of Ottawa’s School of
Management.

Fantastic moment in time
“It’s the first time we get to share everything we’ve been working on for two years,” said Scott Lake (above), as he welcomed 75
guests in mid July to a celebration of the successful launch of
Shopify. Lake and Tobias Luetke are co-founders of Jaded Pixel, the company that developed the new e-commerce product designed to easily set up an online store. Alex Munter, now a mayoral candidate and a former entrepreneur, came by to speak of “a
new resurgence in the tech sector, which means Ottawa is back.
This launch is a moment in time, a turning point for Ottawa.” Also on hand were fellow software designers Justin Palmer, who
flew in with his wife from Memphis Tennessee, and Daniel
Wynand. Since its actual launch June 2, Shopify has been launched
on 6,300 sites, an average of 180 new accounts per week that enable
an average of 875 checkouts — good news for Jaded Pixel since the
company’s revenue is transaction based. “The Shopify launch party was fantastic,” beamed Lake, “and so far the reaction (to the
product) has been outstanding.” Lake was proud to announce later on his blog that Luetke just completed Shopify’s integration
with Google checkout, which allows users to store all their
credit card and shipping information with their Google account,
then use it when buying from stores that integrate with Google
checkout.

Exchange Commission’s division
of corporate finance ends its review of how Cognos (cognos.com)
allocates revenue for post-contract
customer support (PCS) in customer contracts having multiple elements such as PCS and licence
fees. SEC staff informed the business software company that it
found no fault with Cognos’ revenue recognition policy, clearing
the way for Cognos to release its
Q1 results for FY 2007. On a conference call Cognos executives reported revenue for the first quarter
was $217 million, compared with
$200 million for the same period
last fiscal year. Licence revenue
was $73.7 million, compared with
$71.1 million in the first quarter of
last fiscal year. But net income on
a US GAAP basis in the quarter
was $14.5 million or $0.16 per diluted share, compared with $20.4
million or $0.22 per diluted share
for the same period last fiscal year.

ly validates the progress Nakina
Systems has made during its few
short years of existence in delivering innovative telecom and data
network management solutions to
service providers worldwide.” On
October 19, one finalist in each of
12 business categories will receive
a regional category award.

Nakina boss named
award finalist

Tundra opens
RIOLAB

Dave Vicary, president and CEO
at Nakina Systems (nakinasystems.com), a developer of software
for service providers, is named one
of three Ontario finalists for the
Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of
the Year 2006 award in the Information Technology category. “It is
truly an honour to be recognized
by Canada’s most prestigious business awards program,” says Vicary. “This acknowledgement clear-

Tundra Semiconductor’s (tundra.com) RIOLAB officially opens
shop, taking reservations for test
sessions from vendors and original equipment manufacturers. RIOLAB offers interoperability and
specification compliance testing
for developers of RapidIO products. “This facility is already proving its value to the RapidIO ecosystem as vendors and OEMs drive
their products to market,” says

Ontario puts up to
get market ready
To help get new discoveries to market, the provincial government is
launching a four-year, $46-million
Market Readiness Program to provide companies with financial support, training and management expertise. The program is part of the
McGuinty government’s $160-million
Ideas to Market strategy. The Ontario Centres of Excellence (oceontario.org) and the MaRS Discovery District will deliver the program
across Ontario starting in the fall.

Tom Wilson, Tundra’s director of
product marketing.

Sprott gives to
stem cell research
Ottawa businessman and philanthropist Eric Sprott donates $7
million to the Ottawa Hospital for
stem cell research, the largest individual gift in the hospital’s history. The centre will officially open
in November, at the Ottawa hospital’s General campus. Boss of
Sprott Asset Management in
Toronto, Sprott has given generously to Carleton U, his alma
mater, establishing a $5-million
bursary endowment and donating
$10 million to Carleton’s business
school, the Sprott School of Business.

RAMTelecom
links feds
Satellite service provider RAMTelecom (ramtelecom.ca) inks a
contract to develop and manage a
network of high-speed data and
voice service for remote offices of
the federal government across
Canada. The initial $600,000 contract will connect up to 25 sites, giving bureaucrats in remote locations
entrance to the federal government’s Intranet and information
databases. Administered by Public Works and Government Services Canada, the deal will have
RAMTelecom provide 36 months of
service, with two optional two-year
extensions.
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